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5.1. Introduction
In this lesson you will get to know the security server, integration gateway and MISP (mini
information service portal). At the end of this lesson you will be able to:

Describe importance and operating principles of the security server; 
Describe how the security server ensures integrity of data on X-Road; 
Describe the functioning of the redundant configuration of security servers, 
Explain the character and necessity of the integration gateway, and
Explain character of MISP.

It takes 15 minutes to pass this lesson. 



5.2. Movement of the query in X-Road
The following figure illustrates the movement of the query.

As shown on the figure, the security server and the service (integration) gateway have an important
role to play in interaction of information systems. What are they? 



5.3. Security server

The security server converts messages exchanged in secure internal
network so that these can be exchanged with each other in insecure
public server. The security server applies access control to incoming
messages, thus ensuring that only those users that have signed an
appropriate agreement with the service provider can access the data.

The security server ensures secure data exchange between the information systems. It directs the X-
Road-language queries from the member’s information system to the X-Road and packages them so
that they reach only the correct recipients and at the same time are protected against phishing,
changing and loss or re-use. Its main function is to mediate requests in a way that preserves their
evidential value. The security server records possible destinations, translates information system
names to IP addresses, stamps data, applies cryptography to data exchange channel, produces query
statistics, etc. 

The security server is connected to the public Internet from one side and to the information system
within the organization's internal network from the other side. In a sense, the security server can be
seen as a specialized application-level firewall that supports the SOAP protocol and signs and
verifies signatures on exchanged messages. Hence, it should be set up in parallel with the
organization's firewall, which mediates other protocols. 



5.4. Maintaining security server
The security server is free software which everyone can download and install. The members have to
incur its management costs. 

Certificates approved by the centre are required for the server to be connected with X-Road.
Maintenance of the security server needs security server authentication certificate and validity
confirmation service necessary for ensuring its validity. Also the time stamping service must be used. 

The security server is the example solution following the X-Road protocol stack. It is the best way to
exchange data in X-Road. But if the same criteria and requirements are followed for certificates,
data exchange protocol and communicating with the centre, it is possible to develop own solution
instead of the security server.



5.5. Security server and integrity
The security server ensures data integrity in two ways:

digital stamping of all query and response messages; 
time stamping of all received messages after a reasonable period of time. 

Each security server stores signed messages to message log. According to the X-Road protocol, each
log contains a message and attributes used for stamping the message. 

Digital stamping and time stamping of each message enables to declare with legal evidential value
whether the data exchange took place or not. Also, nobody can later change the query circumstances
in the message log. 

The use of qualified trust services in X-Road brings about the use of the hardware secure signing
tools. Neither the centre nor the trust service provide is critically necessary at the moment of the data
exchange.



5.6. Redundant con�guration of security servers
To increase the availability of the entire system and to improve the performance and reliability of the
service, security servers can be set up in a redundant configuration.

This can be achieved in two ways:

Setting up several individual security servers and registering a subsystem in every one of them
(see here). The service user would pick the fastest responding service provider's security server
and would use that one until it becomes unavailable for some reason. Load balancing results
would not be optimal. This would rather provide failover to the next available server.

Setting up several identical security servers behind a TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) stream
load balancer and registering the load balancer's public IP on X-Road. This would give better
results in terms of load balancing but would bring overhead in terms of SSL (Secure Sockets
Layer) handshake. Configuration management is not centralized. Identical server configuration
can be achieved using backup and restore options available in the security server software.

In addition to the load distribution, the organisation may have several security servers with the
purpose to provide some of them to the smaller organisations as a lease service.

https://moodle.ria.ee/mod/book/view.php?id=342


5.7. Integration gateway
A member can use the X-Road for automatic information processing when performing the part called
integration gateway in its information system. 

Figuratively, the integration gateway is located between the security server and internal information
system. Its role is to translate the internal business logic and technological language of the information
system into interoperable X-Road language. This can be a whole separate enterprise service bus
(ESB) solution or a simple library that can translate local technological language to meet the X-Road
protocol. 

Difference of the integration gateway and the security server is that
the first one ensures conformance of the local information system
logic and technology with X-Road and at the same time the second
one performs the tasks related to ensuring the data security.

Earlier, the integration gateway has been also called as an adapter server.

The integration gateway is not a standard solution which the company could easily download and
install. The company has to develop this. You can find some recommendations related to development
of the integration gateway here (in Estonian).

https://www.ria.ee/public/x_tee/teenuste_arendamise_soovitused.pdf


5.8. MISP

MISP (mini information service portal) is a standard web portal
which is like an integration gateway between the X-Road and human
user. What makes MISP attractive, is that it can automatically
translate the WSDL file describing the services into a web form
understandable for the user. That way the user can consume the
service by an ordinary web browser. 

A user must not authenticate himself or herself beforehand for using MISP. MISP also needs a contact
point with X-Road (security server). There are companies who provide the security server and MISP
solution for smaller municipalities. This saves the municipality from the need to have own server and
server room. So MISP can be used for the companies who need to exchange data via X-Road but who
do not have opportunities to interface their information system with it. 

MISP can also be used for collection of more complex data, for example, when the data is collected
from several databases or when several data services are used. In that case the MISP operations can be
arranged by using XForms technology. The Quick Start Guide for preparing the X-Road XForms
complex service is available here (in Estonian).

MISP also enables other applications to be connected with X-Road. For that it provides and interface
for so-called programmatic queries. 

MISP instructions can be found here.

http://x-road.ee/misp2/docs/est/misp2_kompleksteenuste_koostamine.pdf
https://www.ria.ee/en/additional-components-of-x-road.html


5.9. Questions
Before reading the summary of this lesson, please answer to the following questions. 

1. The following ensures that only users entered into the agreement with the data provider
can access the data provider’s information system:

A. Security server 
B. Integration gateway 
C. MISP 

2. Conformance of the local information system logic and technology with X-Road is
ensured by...

A. Security server
B. Integration gateway
C. MISP

3. How does the security server ensure integrity of exchanged data? 

A. Digital stamping of query messages
B. Digital stamping of response messages
C. Time stamping of all received messages after a reasonable period of time
D. Exchanging of all query and response messages via X-Road centre

See the correct answers here (will open in a new tab). 

https://moodle.ria.ee/mod/book/view.php?id=399&chapterid=544


5.10. Summary

The security server is a “middleman” between the X-Road member’s
information system and public Internet. It directs X-Road-language
queries from the member’s information system to X-Road and
packages them in a way that they reach the correct recipients.

Integration gateway translates the internal business logic and
technological language of the information system into interoperable
X-Road language. 

MISP puts the WSDL files describing the data services into a web
form fitting for the customer so that he or she can consume services
by the means of an ordinary web browser. 


